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Abstract 
In this paper, we explore vertex-disjoint subgraphs in a bipartite graph. Let G=(V1, I~;E) be 
a bipartite graph with I V1 [ = [ Vzl = sk, where s >/2 and k/> 1 are integers. We conjecture that if 
the minimum degree of G is at least (s - 1)k + 1, then G contains k vertex-disjoint subgraphs 
isomorphic to Ks, s. We verify this conjecture for k~<3. When s = 3, we show that G contains k 
vertex-disjoint hexagons uch that each of them has two chords, i.e., G~_k(K3,3 -e). (~ 1998 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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I. Introduction 
Let G be a simple graph. A set of subgraphs of G is said to be independent if 
no two of them have a common vertex in G. Let k and s be integers with k ~> 1 and 
s/> 3. Corrhdi and Hajnal [2] proved that if G is of order at least 3k and has minimum 
degree at least 2k, then G contains k independent cycles. In particular, when the order 
of G is exactly 3k, then G contains k independent triangles. Hajnal and Szemer~di 
[3] proved that if G is of order sk and has minimum degree at least (s - 1)k, then 
G contains k independent complete subgraphs of order s. In [4], we have considered 
independent cycles in a bipartite graph and proved the following two theorems: 
Theorem 1. Let G = (V1, V2; E) be a bipartite graph with I//1 [ = IV21 = n > 2k, where 
k is a positive integer. Suppose that the minimum degree of G is at least k + 1. Then 
G contains k independent cycles. 
Theorem 2. Let G=(V1,  V2;E) be a bipartite graph with IVll = Iv21 =2k,  where k is 
a positive integer. Suppose that the minimum degree of G is at least k + 1. Then G 
contains k - 1 independent quadrilaterals and a path of order 4 such that the path 
is independent of all the k -  1 quadrilaterals. 
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We also conjectured in [4] that when G satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2, G, 
indeed, contains k independent quadrilaterals. Here we conjecture the following: 
Conjecture 3. Let G=(Vh V2;E) be a bipartite 9raph with ]Vll=]V2l=sk where s 
and k are inte#ers with s>~2 and k >>. 1. I f  the minimum degree of G is at least 
(s - 1)k + 1, then G contains k independent subgraphs isomorphic to K~,s. 
We verify this conjecture for the case k ~< 3 in the next section. Although the conjec- 
ture is true for k = 4, we do not have a short proof for it. Therefore, we have to present 
a long proof of the conjecture for k = 4 in a separate manuscript [5]. A hexagon is 
a cycle of length 6. A chord of a cycle is an edge not on the cycle, but joins two 
vertices of the cycle. We will prove the following: 
Theorem 4. Let G=(V1, V2;E) be a bipartite 9raph with IV~l = I~l  =3k. I f  the min- 
imum degree of G is at least 2k + 1, then G contains k independent hexagons uch 
that each of them has at least two chords in G. 
We shall use the following terminology and notation. Let G be a graph. I fAbA2,. . . ,  
An are subsets of V(G), we use (A1,A2 .. . . .  A,) to denote the subgraph of G induced by 
AI UA2U ...  UAn. IfA1,A2 .. . . .  An are subgraphs of G, we use (A1,A2,... ,An) to denote 
(V(A1), V(A2) . . . . .  V(An)). For two disjoint subsets (resp. independent subgraphs) A
and B of V(G) (resp. G), e(A,B) is the number of edges of G between A and B. 
For a vertex u of G and a subset (resp. a subgraph) X of V(G) (resp. G), N(u,X) 
is the set of vertices in X that are adjacent to u in G. Let d(u,X) = [N(u,X)[. Thus, 
d(u, G) = d(u, V(G)) is the degree of u in G. For a graph H, we use kH to denote 
a set of k independent graphs isomorphic to H. If ~¢f is a set of subgraphs of G, we 
write G_Dgf ~. If ~f~ has only one element, say H, we write GD_H instead of G_D~. 
Unexplained terminology and notation are adopted from [1]. 
2. Verifying the conjecture for k ~< 3
We prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. Let G=(VI, V2;E) be a bipartite 9raph with ]Vii = [V2[ =sk where s 
and k are inteoers with s >>. 2 and 1 <~ k <<. 3. I f  the minimum degree of G is at least 
(s - 1)k + 1, then G contains k independent complete sub#raphs i omorphic to Ks, s. 
Proof. When k=l ,  G ~- Ks, s. When k=2,  6(G)>~2s- 1. Enumerate Vl= 
(Xl,X2 . . . . .  X2s} and V2 = (Yl,y2 .... ,Y2~} such that for each iE{1,2 . . . . .  2s} if d(xi)= 
2s - 1 then xiy i~E. Then 
c 2 2rs.s = {((xl . . . . .  xs}, (ys+l . . . . .  y2s}), ({yl . . . . .  yA, {xs+, . . . . .  x2A)}. 
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We now assume k= 3. Then ~(G)~>3s-  2. Define a bipartite graph H = (Vl, V2;F) 
such that xyEF  if and only if xE Vl, yE  V2 and xy q[ E. Then A(H)~<2. This im- 
plies that each component of H is either a cycle or a path. We may add new edges 
to H to obtain a bipartite graph H '=(V~,  V2;F') such that A (H ' )=2 and H '  has at 
most one component which is a path. Furthermore, if H '  has a component which is a 
path, then the length of the path is 1. Then we can enumerate V1 = {Xl ,X2, . . . ,Xas} and 
V2 = {yl,Y2 ... . .  Y3s} such that if C is a cycle of H ' ,  then C =xiyixi+tyi+l...xjyjxi for 
some 1 <~i <j<~3s. Let )(1 = {xl . . . .  ,xs}, X2 = {xs+l . . . . .  x2s} and X3 = {x2s+l,...,X3s}. 
Let Y1 = {ys+l ..... Y2s}, Y2 --- {y2s+l,...,Y3s} and Y3 -- {yl . . . . .  ys}. By our enumer- 
ation, we see that e(Xb Y1 ) <~ 1, e(X2, Y2) ~< 1 and e(X3, I13) = 0 in H ' .  I f  e(Xl, Y1 ) = 
0 = e(X2, Y2) in H', then G D_3Ks,s and we are done. Hence, we may assume either 
e(X1, I11 ) = 1 in H '  or e(X2, Y2) = 1 in H ' .  Let yr E Y1 be such that if e(Xl, Y1 ) = 1 in H '  
then d(yr,Xl ) = 1 in H '  and otherwise Yr = Ys+l. Let Yt E Y2 be such that if e(X2, Y2) = 1 
in H' then d(yt,X2)= 1 in H' and otherwise Yt = Y2s+l. By our enumeration, we see 
that if d(yr ,X l )= 1 in H ' ,  then yr is in a cycle of H r, and d(yr,X3)=O=d(yt,X1) 
in H ' .  Similarly, if d(yt,X2)= 1 in H ' ,  then d(yt,X1)=d(yr,X3)=O in H ' .  Let Y(-- 
(Y1 - {Yr})U{Yt}, Y~ =(Y2 - {Yt})tA{Yl} and Y~ =(Y1 - {yl})U{yr}. It follows that 
e(Xl, Y() = e(X2, Y~) = e(X3, Y~) = 0 in H '  and therefore a __ 3Ks, s. This proves the 
proposition. [] 
3. Proof of Theorem 4 
We first list the lemmas and then use them to prove the theorem. The proofs of the 
lemmas are in the next section. 
Let G = ( V1, V2; E)  be a bipartite graph with ] Vl[ = I V2 [ = 3k and 6(G) >/2k + 1, where 
k is a positive integer. We use C 6 to denote a hexagon. 
Lemma 3.1. Let P=albla2b2a3b3 be a path and C a hexagon & G such that P and 
C are independent. Suppose that e(P,C)>~13. I fd (a l ,C )>0 and d(b3,C)> O, then 
(P, C) ~ 2C 6. 
Lemma 3.2. Let P=albla2b2a3b3a4b4 e a path and C a hexagon in G such that P 
and C are independent. Suppose that e(P, C) >i 17. Then either (P - al - b4, C) D 2C 6, 
or  (P  - al - b l ,  C)  D2C 6, or  (P  - a4 - b4, C)  _~2C 6. 
Lemma 3.3. Let C1 and C2 be two independent hexagons in G. I f  e(CbC2)~13, 
then (CI, C2) contains two independent hexagons C' and C" such that each of them 
has at least a chord. 
Lemma 3.4. Let C1 and C2 be two independent hexagons in G such that each of 
them has a chord I f  e(C1, C2)~> 13, then (C1, C2) contains two independent hexagons 
C t and C" such that each of them has at least two chords. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. We first show that G D_ kC 6. I f  this is not true, we may assume 
that G is a maximal counterexample, i.e., G +xyD__kC 6 for any xE V1 and yC V2 with 
xy(_E. Thus, G contains k -  1 independent hexagons C1 . . . . .  Ck-1 and a path P of 
length 5 such that P is independent o fH  = U/k=l 1 Ci. Say P = albla2b2aab3 with al E V1. 
As (P) ~ C 6, d(al, P) + d(b3, P)  ~< 3. Hence, d(al, H) + d(b3, H)  ~> 4k + 2 - 3 --- 4(k - 
1) + 3. This implies that there exists Ci in H,  say Ci = C1, such that d(al,Cl)+ 
d(b3,Cl)>~5. Say C1 =xlylx2Y2x3Y3Xl with Xl E VII. W.l.o.g., assume d(al,C1)=3 
and {b3xl,bax2}C_E. Let P'=ylPXl. As (P, C1)~2C 6 and by Lemma 3.1, we see 
that e(P, C1 ) <<. 12. Therefore, ~x~V(e) d(x, C1 tAP) ~<26. Thus, Y'~xeZ(e,) d(x, C1 tAP) ~< 
26 + 12 = 38. Then Y]~xez(P,) d(x,H - V(C1 )) t> 16k + 8 - 38 = 16(k - 2) + 2. This im- 
plies that there exists Ci in H-  V(CI), say Ci = C2, such that y]~x~Z~e,)d(x, C2)>>. 17. 
As (P, C2) ~ 2C 6 and by Lemma 3.2, either (P' - xl - b3, C2) _D2C °, or (P' - yl - 
al,C2) _D2C 6. In the former case, Xlb3X2y2x3Y3Xl is a hexagon in G, and in the latter 
case, alylx2Y2x3Y3al is a hexagon in G. It follows that (P, C1, C2)_D3C 6, a contradic- 
tion. This proves the claim. 
We now choose a set of k independent hexagons in G with as many having at 
least one chord as possible. Say {C1,C2 . . . . .  Ck} is such a choice. We claim that 
Ci has a chord for each i E{1,2 . . . . .  k}. I f  not, say Ci has no chord for some i. 
Then ExeV(ci)d(x, Oj~i Cj)>>. 12k + 6 - 12 = 12(k - 1) + 6. This implies that there 
exists Cj with j~ i  such that e(Ci, Cj)>>.13. By Lemma 3.3, (Ci, Cj) contains two 
independent hexagons uch that each of them has a chord. This contradicts the choice 
of {C1,C2 ..... Ck}. 
Finally, we choose {C1, (72 . . . . .  Ck} such that for each i C { 1,2 . . . . .  k}, Ci has a chord. 
Subject to this, we choose {C1, C2 . . . . .  Ck} with as many having at least two chords as 
possible. I f  Ci does not have two chords for some i, then it is easy to show as above 
that e(Ci, Cj)>~13 for some j# i ,  and by Lemma 3.4, we obtain a contradiction with 
the choice of {Cl, C2 . . . . .  Ck}. This proves the theorem. [] 
4. Proofs of the lemmas 
Each time we use e(Cl, C2)>>. 13, we use either ~x~V(c,)d(x, (?2)>-13 or ZyEV(C2) 
d(y, C1 )/> 13 for calculation. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let C=Xlylx2Y2x3Y3Xl and assume {al,Xl}C_ V1. Suppose, for 
a contradiction, that (P, C) 7~ 2C6. As e(P, C) >i 13, d(x,P) = 3 for some xE V(C). 
W.l.o.g., say d(xl,P)=3. Clearly, P -  al +x l  _DC 6. Therefore, C -  Xl + al ~ C 6. In 
particular, d(al, C) ~< 2 and {aly l ,a ly3} ~ E. We distinguish two cases: d(al, C) = 1 
or d(al, C) = 2. 
Case 1: d(al,C)=2. W.l.o.g., say {alyl,aly2}C_E. Then 
{x2bbx2b3} ~E and d(x2,P)<~2 (1) 
for otherwise P - al + x2 ~ C 6 and C - x2 + al _~ C 6. 
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Suppose a2Y3 E E. Then G D_ al bla2Y3x3 Y2al = C6 and therefore (b2a3b3,Xl y x2) 7~ C6" 
This implies d(x2, {bE, b3 }) = 0. As G D_ alblXl ylxEY2al = C6, (x3Y3aEb2a3b3) ~- C6" So 
x3b3q[E. As e(P,C)>~13, we see that d(yl,P)=3 or d(yz,P)=3 and therefore 
d(a2, {Yl, Y2}) > 0. Thus (albla2, ylxzy2) ~_ C 6. Therefore (b2a3b3,XlY3X3) ~2C 6. This 
implies that d(x3, {bE, b3}) = 0. As e(P, C) >~ 13, we see that d(xE,P) = d(xa,P) = l, 
d(yl,P)=d(yE,P)=3 and d(y3,P)=2. Then (P,C)_D2C 6 = (alblXaYEx2ylal, 
aEbEa3 b3xl Y3 a2 }, a contradiction. 
Therefore, a2y3 fIE and d(y3,P) ~< 1. Suppose d(a2, {yl, y2}) > 0. As above, this 
implies that (albla2, ylx2Y2) D C 6, (b2a3b3,XlY3X3) ~2C 6 and d(x3, {b2,b3}) = 0. As 
e(P, C) >1 13, we see that d(yl,P) = d(y2, P) = 3, d(x2,P) = 2, d(xa,P) = d(ya,P) = 1 
and x3bl EE. I f  b3x2 EE, then (P,C)___2C 6 = {albla2bEa3ylal,Xlb3XEY2X3Y3Xl}, 
a contradiction. So b3x2~E and therefore N(x2,P)={bl,b2}. Then (P,C)22C 6= 
(a3b3xly3x3Y2a3,albla2b2x2ylal}, a contradiction. Therefore, we must have 
d(a2,C)=O, and consequently, e({al,a2,a3},{yl,y2, Y3})<~5. As e(P,C)>, 13, we see 
that d(x2,e)=2, d(xa,P)=3, d(yl,e)--d(y2,P)--2 and d(y3,P)=l. By (1), 
x2b2 E E. Then (P, C) 22C 6 = {a3b3x3 y xl yl a3, al bla2b2x2Y2al }, a contradiction. 
Case 2: d(al, C)= 1. We distinguish two cases: aly2 EE or aly2 fIE. 
Case 2.1: aly2(-E. W.l.o.g., say alylEE. We have 
{a2Y2, b2x3} ~ E (2) 
for otherwise (P, C) _D 2C 6 = {al bl a2YEXEYlal, bEa3b3Xl yax3b2 }. 
Suppose first that b3x3 E E. Then d(b3, C)>~ 2. By Case 1, we may assume d(yi, P)<~ 2 
for each iE {1,2,3}. As G ~ b2a3b3x3Y3Xlb2 = C 6, (a2blalYlX2Y2) ~2 C 6. ThUS, a2Y2 ([E 
and d(y2,P) ~< 1. If  {aEY3,bEX2} QE, then (P, C) D2C 6 = {alblaEY3XlYlal,bEa3b3x3 
y2x2b2 }, and if {a3 Y3, bax2 } C_ E, then (P, C) _D 2C 6 = {al b la2b2xl Yl al, b3a3 y3x3 y2x2b3 }, 
a contradiction. So {a2ya,b2x2} ~ E and {a3Y3,b3x2} ~ E. Consequently, d(y3,P) + 
d(x2,P)<<.3. Then e(C,P)<~ 12 as d(yl,P)<<.2 and d(y2,P)<~ 1, a contradiction. 
Next, suppose b3x2EE and b3x3f[E. Again, d(yi,P)<~2 for each iE{1,2,3} by 
Case 1. By (2), d(y2,P)+ d(x3,P)<~3. As e(P,C)>>,13, we see that d(x2,P)=3, 
d(yl,P) = 2 = d(y3,P) and d(y2,P) + d(x3,P) = 3. Then (P, C) _D2C 6 = {albla2b2 
X l Y l a l, a3 baxE yEx3 Y3 a3 }. 
Finally, we have d(b3,C)=l. As e(P,C)>~13, we see that d(u,C)=3 for all 
u E {a2, a3, bl, bE}- {u t } for some u'E V(P). By (2), we see that d(bl, C)= 3 = d(a3, C) 
and d(a2,C) + d(b2, C) =5. Then (P,C) 2C 6 -- {albla2b2x2Ylal,a3b3XlY3X3y2a3} if 
b2x2 EE and otherwise (P, C) _D2C 6 = {alblaEyEx2ylal, b2a3b3xlY3X3b2} • 
Case 2.2:alY2 E E. We first note that if aEyl E E, then d(x3, {b2, b3})--0 for other- 
wise GD_albla2ylxEY2al =C 6 and (b2a3ba,xlY3X3)D_C 6. Similarly, if aEY3EE, then 
d(x2, {bE, b3}) -0 .  So if {aEYl,a2Y3} C E, then e(P, C)<~ 12, a contradiction. Hence, 
{aEyl,a2y3}~E. Consequently, d(yl,P) + d(y3,P)<~3. I f  d(b3,C)=l, then 
d(x2, P) ~< 2 and d(x3,P) ~< 2. Moreover, as e(P, C) >/13, we have that 
d(a2,{yl,y3})>O. Hence, d(xE,P)<~l or d(x3,P)<~l as noted. This yields 
e(P, C) <<.12, a contradiction. Therefore, d(b3,C)>~2. W.l.o.g., assume b3xaEE. 
Then G~_bEa3b3x3Y3Xlb2=C 6. Therefore, (aEblalY2X2Yl)~2C 6. Thus, a2ylq~E. 
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As d(b3,C)>~2 and by Case 1, we may assume that d(yi,P)<~2 for each iE{I,2,3}. 
As e(P,C)>~13, we see that d(x2,P)>~2 and therefore d(x2,{b2,b3})>O. Hence, 
a2Y3 fIE as noted. Thus, d(y3,P)~< 1.This yields that d(x3,P)= 3 = d(x2,P), d(yl,P) = 
1 = d(y3, P) and d(y2, P) = 2. Then (P, C) _D 2C 6 = {al bl a2b2x2 y2al, a3b3x3 y3xl Yl a3 }. 
This proves the lemma. [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Suppose, for a contradiction, that the lemma fails. Let P1 = P -  
al - b4, P2 = P - al - bl and P3 =P - a4 - b4. Let C = xlylx2Y2x3Y3Xl and assume 
{al,xl} C V1. 
Suppose first that e( P1, C) >i 13. As ( P1, C I/2 2C 6, either d ( bl , C) = 0 or d ( a4, C) = 0 
by Lemma 3.1. W.l.o.g., say d(bbC)=O. Then d(u,C)>>.l for all uEV(P1)-  {bl} 
as e(P1,C)>~13. Clearly, e(P1,C)<~15 and e(P2,C)>~14. Then d(b4,C)=O by 
Lemma 3.1 as (P2, C) ~ 2C 6. Consequently, e(P3, C) >1 14 and d(al, C) > 0. By Lemma 
3.1, (/°3, C /2  2C 6, a contradiction. 
Therefore, e(P1, C) <.12. Then d(a l ,C)+ d(b4, C)>~5. Suppose that either 
e(P2, C)>~13 or e(P3, C)>~13. W.l.o.g., say the former holds. Then d(a2, C) :O by 
Lemma 3.1 as (P2, CI ~2C 6 and d(b4, C)>~2. Consequently, d(u,C)>O for all 
uEV(P2) -  {a2}. As (P3,C1~2C 6, d(al,C)>~2 and d(b3,C)>O, we see that 
e(P3, C)<. 12 by Lemma 3.1. As d(al, C)~> 2 and d(b2, C) > 0, we may assume w.l.o.g. 
that {alyl,b2xl} C_E. Then {aay3,bax2} 7~ E for otherwise (P3, C / D2C 6 = {albla2b2 
xlylal,a3bax2Y2x3yaa3}. Hence, d(a3,C) + d(b3,C)<~5. As e(P2,C)>~13 and 
d(a2,C)=O, we obtain d(b2, C)>.2. As d(al,C)>~2 and d(b2,C)>~2, we may reas- 
sume w.l.o.g, that {al Yl, a l Y2, bEXl } C_ E. Then we still have {a3 Y3, b3x2 } ~ E. Similarly, 
if b2x 2 E E, then {a3 yl ,  b3x3 } ~ E and {a3 Y2, b3Xl } ~ E for otherwise (/°3, C) _D 2C 6. 
But then d(a3, C)+ d(b3, C)~< 3 and therefore (P2, C)<~ 12, a contradiction. Therefore, 
b2x2 ~E and b2x3 EE. By the symmetry, we are done if aly3 CE. So we have aly3 fIE. 
As e(P2, C)>~13, we see that d(a4,C)=d(b4, C)=3, d(a3, C) + d(b3, C)=5 and 
d(a3, C)>~2. As e(P,C)>~17, d(bl,C)>>.2. We see that d(bl,{xl,x3})>O and 
d( a3, {yl, Y2 }) > 0. This implies that (bla2b2,xl y3x3) D C 6 and (a3baa4, ylx2y2) D_ C 6, 
a contradiction. 
Therefore, we have e(P2,C)<~12 and e(P3,C)<<,12. Then we have d(al,C)+ 
d(bl,C)>~5 and d(a4,C) + d(b4,C)>~5. As d(al,C) + d(b4, C)>~5, we may assume 
w.l.o.g, that d(al, C) = 3 and therefore d(b4, C)/>2. Then N(bl, C)nN(b3, C) = 0 for 
otherwise (P3, C) _D 2C 6. This implies that d(bl, C) + d(b3, C) ~< 3. Suppose first that 
d(b4,C)=3. Then similarly, we have d(a2,C)+ d(a4,C)<<.3. Hence, d(b2,C)+ 
d(a3,C)>~5 as e(P,C)>~17. W.l.o.g., say d(a3, C)=3 and N(b2, C)D_{xbx2}. As 
d(bl, C)~>2 and (a4, C)~>2, we see that d(bl, {Xl,X2}) • 0 and d(a4, {y2,y3}) > 0. 
It follows that (bla2b2,xlylx2)D_C 6 and (a3b3a4,y2x3y3)_DC 6, a contradiction. 
Next, we suppose that d(b4,C)=2. Then d(a4,C)=3. As d(bl,C)>>.2, we may 
assume w.l.o.g, that N(bl,C)~_{Xl,X2}. If d(b2,{Xl,X2}) > 0, then d(a3, {Yz, Y3}) =0 
for otherwise (bla2b2,xl ylx2) D C 6 and (a3b3a4, yzxay3) D C 6. Similarly, we see that if 
b2x3 EE, then a3yl q[E for otherwise (P1, C)D2C 6. Hence, d(a3,C)+d(b2,C)~3. As 
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d(bl, C)+d(b3, C) <~ 3 and e(P, C) t> 17, we see that d(a2, C) = 3. Then (P1, C) D 2C 6 : 
{Xlblx2y2x3y3xl,a2b2a3b3aayla2}, a contradiction. This proves the lemma. [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let Cl:albla2b2a3b3a I and C2:Xlylx2Y2x3Y3Xl with 
{al,xl}C_ V1. Suppose, for a contradiction, that the lemma fails. As e(CI,C2)>~ 13, 
d(u, C2) = 3 and d(v, C1 ) -- 3 for some u E V(Cl ) and v E V(C2). If {u, v} C_ Vi for some 
i E { l, 2}, then it is easy to see that C~ -u  + v and C2-  v + u contain two independent 
hexagons with each having a chord, a contradiction. Therefore, we may assume 
d(al,C2)=3 and d(yl,Cl)=3, (3) 
d(bi, C2)<,2 and d(xi, C1)<~2 for i--1,2,3. (4) 
Clearly, 4 ~< d(a2, C2 ) + d(a3, C2 ) ~< 6 as e(C1, C2 ) >1 13. We distinguish the following 
cases: 
Case 1: d(a2, C2)=d(a3, C2)=3. As e(C1,C2)>>,13, ~~i3=ld(bi, C2)>~4. With (4), 
we may assume w.l.o.g, that d(b3, C2)= 2 and N(b3, (72)--{Xl,X2}. If d(x3, CI )5~0, we 
may assume w.l.o.g, b2xsEE. Then albla2bzx3Y3a| and a3b3xlylx2Y2a3 have chords 
a2y3 and a3yl, respectively, a contradiction. Hence, d(x3, C1 )--0. Therefore, d(xl, C1 )= 
2 = d(x2, C1 ) as e(Cl, C2)/> 13. W.l.o.g., we assume xlb2 EE. Then albla2y2x3Y3al nd 
b2a3b3XzylXlb2 have chords aly2 and b3xl, respectively, a contradiction. 
Case 2: d( a2, C2 ) + d( a3, C2 ) = 5. W.l.o.g., assume d( a2, C2 ) = 3, d( a3, C2 ) = 2 and 
a3y2 E . As e(C1, C2)~> 13, ~i3=1 d(bi, C2)~> 5. By (4), this implies that there exist bi 
and bj with i < j  such that d(bi, C2) = 2 = d(bj, C2). This implies further that there exist 
xs and xt with s < t such that e({bi, bj}, {Xs,Xt})>~3. W l.o.g., assume {bi, bj} = {bx,b2} 
and {xs,xt} = {Xl,X2}. Then (bla2b2,xlylx2) contains a hexagon with a chord. Clearly, 
alb3a3y2x3Y3al has chord aly2. We are done. 
By Cases 1 and 2, d(a2, C2) + d(a3, C2) ~< 4. Similarly, d(y2, C1 ) + d(y3, C1 ) ~< 4. As 
e(Ci,C2)>~13, it follows that d(bi, C2)=2 and d(xi, Cl)=2 for each iE{1,2,3}. So 
(bl, b2, b3,Xl,XZ,X3) must be a hexagon. 
Case 3: d(ai, C2)=3 and d(aj, C2)=l for some {i , j}={2,3}. W.l.o.g., assume 
i=2 and j=3.  Clearly, either xlb2EE or xlb3EE. We may assume w.l.o.g, that 
N(b3, C2)-- {XI,X3}. AS d(b2,{xl,x3}) > 0, we see that (b2a3b3,xly3x3) contains a 
hexagon with a chord. Clearly, alblazylx2y2al has chord alyl. We are done. 
Case 4: d(a2, Cz)=2=d(a3, C3). Similarly, we may assume that d(y2,C1)=2= 
d(y3,C1). W.l.o.g., we may assume that {azy2,a3Y3} CE. Clearly, there exist xi and xj 
with i < j such that e({ b2, b3 }, {xi, xj } )/> 3. W.l.o.g., say e({b2, b3 }, {x l, x2 } ) >/3. Then 
(b2a3b3,Xlylx2) has a hexagon with a chord and albla2y2x3Y3al has chord alY2. This 
proves the lemma. [] 
To prove the last lemma, let us use K to denote the graph obtained from g3, 3 
by removing one edge from it and make the following observations. Suppose that 
abc, xyz, rs and tuvw are independent paths in G and q is a vertex of G not on any of 
these paths such that {a, q, r, t, y} is either a subset of V1 or a subset of V2. 
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Observation 1. I f  either d(a, xyz)+d(c, xyz) = 4, or by E E and d(a, xyz)+d(c, xyz) >>, 3, 
then (abc, xyz) D__K. 
Observation 2. If  either d(r, tuvw) + d(s, tuvw)=4, or twEE and d(r, tuvwt) + 
d( s, tuvwt ) >1 3, then (rs, tuvw ) D K. 
Olmervation 3. If  d(q, xyz) + d(r, xyz) + d(s, xyz) = 5, then (q, rs, xyz) D_K. 
In the following, we will exhibit the graphs enclosed by (and) to indicate which 
observation is used. 
Proof  of Lemma 3.4. Let Cl =albla2b2a3b3al with chord alb2 and C2 =XlYlX2Y2X3 
y3xl with chord xlY2 and assume {al,Xl}C_l,~. Suppose, for a contradiction, that 
(C1,C2) ~2K.  We may assume d(ai, C2)=3 for some i as e(C1,C2)>~13. We dis- 
tinguish two cases: i = 1 or i S 1. 
Case 1: d(a2, C2)=3 or d(a3, C2)=3. W.l.o.g., say d(a3,C2)=3. Clearly, 
C2 -x j  + a3 has a hexagon with two chords for each jE{2,3} .  As (C1,C2)~2K,  
we see 
d(x2, Cl)<~2 and d(x3, C1)<~2. (5) 
We distinguish two cases here: d(xhCt)<~2 or d(xbC1)=3. 
Case 1.1: d(xl,C1) = 3. As (a3b3,XlYlX2Y2Xl) D K and (a3b3,XlY2X3Y3Xl) D K, we 
have that (x3Y3,albla2bzal) 7)K and (x2yl,albla2bzal) 7)K. This implies 
d(y3, {al,a2}) + d(x3, {bl,b2}) ~<2, (6) 
d(y~, {al, a2}) + d(x2, {bl,b2}) ~<2. (7) 
We distinguish two cases here: d(yl,C1)<<,2 and d(y3,C1)<~2, or d(yl,Cl)=3 or 
d(y3, C1 ) = 3. 
Case 1.1 .1 :d (y l ,C1)=3 or d(y3, C1)=3. W.l.o.g., say d(y3,C1)=3. Then as in 
the beginning of Case 1, we see 
d(bi,C2)<~2 and d(b3,C2)<~2. (8) 
By (6), we have 
d(x3,{bl,b2})=O and d(x3,C1)<~ l. (9) 
We distinguish two cases here: x3b3 EE or x3b3 fIE. 
Case 1.1.1.1: x3b3EE. By (8), bax2([E. Then by (7), d(yl,C1)+d(x2,C1)<~3. As 
e(C1, C2) ~> 13, we see that d(y2, C1 ) = 3 and d(x2, C1 ) + d(yl, C1 ) = 3. I f  d(x2, C1 ) = 2, 
then {blx2,b2x2}CE. Then (b~a2b2,Xlylx2)DK and (aib3aa,y2x3ya)D_K, a con- 
tradiction. I f  d(x2, C1 ) = 0, then d(yl, Cl ) = 3. Then (albla2, ylx2Y2) D_K and (b2a3b3, 
xIY3X3)_~K, a contradiction. Hence, d(x2, Cl) = 1 and d(yl, C1) = 2. I f  yla2 EE, then 
(a2b2a3,ylx2y2)DK and (blalb3,xlY3X3)D_K, a contradiction. So a2YlqlE and 
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alylCE. I f  b2xzEE, then (albza3b3al,x2yl)~_K and (bla2,xly2xaYaxl)DK, a
contradiction. Hence, blx2 E . Then (bl a2, Xl ylxzy2xl ) ~_ K and (al b2a3b3al,x3Y3) ~_ K, 
a contradiction. 
Case 1.1.1.2: x3b3f~E. With (9), we have d(x3,C1)=O. As e(C1,C2)>~13 and by 
(7), we see that d(y2, C1)=3, d(x2,Cl) + d(yl,Cl)=4 and x2baEE. Then (b2aab3, 
Xl ylX2) ~ K and (albla2, yEx3y3) ~K,  a contradiction. 
Case 1.1.2:d(yl,Cl)<<,2 and d(y3,C1)<~2. As e(C1,C2)>~13 and by (6) and (7), 
we see that either d(x2, Cl ) + d(yl, C1 ) = 4 or d(x3, C1 ) + d(y3, C1 ) = 4. Moreover, 
d(y2, C1 ) ~> 2. W.l.o.g., say d(x3, Cl ) + d(ya, C1 ) = 4. Then b3x3 EE for otherwise (6) 
is violated. Furthermore, d(x3, C1 ) = d(y3, C1 ) = 2. As e(Cl, C2) ~> 13, we also have that 
d(x2, CI ) + d(yl, C1 ) ~ 3. 
We distinguish two cases here: d(y2, C1 ) = 3 or d(y2, C1 ) = 2. 
Case 1.1.2.1: d(y2,C1)=3. As (bza3b3,xly3x3)DK, (alblaz, ylx2Y2) ~K. This 
implies that d(x2, al bt a2) + d(yl, al bl a2) ~< 1. Thus, d(x2, {b2, b3 }) ~> 1 as d(x2, CI ) + 
d(yl,C1)>~3. Then (b2a3b3,XlYlX2)~K. So (albla2,y2x3Y3) ~K. As d(y3, C1)~-2, 
d(y3, {al, a2}) >/1. This implies X3bl fIE. Thus, N(x3, C 1 ) =- {b2, b3} as d(x3, Cl ) ~- 2. 
Then (alb2a3b3al,x3Y3)~K. So (blaz,XlYlX2y2xl)~K. This implies that aEYl~E 
and blx2~E. Then (alb2aabaal,x2yl)D_K as d(x2,alb2a3b3al)-}-d(yl,albEaab3al)= 
d(x2, Cl) + d(yl,C1)>~3. So (a2bl,XlYEX3Y3Xl) ~2K. This implies a2y3f[E. Hence, 
al Y3 E E as d(y3, C1) = 2. I f  {x2bz,x2b3} C_E, then (b2aaba,x2yl,x3) D_K and (albla2, 
Y2Xl Y3) _~ K, a contradiction. So d(x2, Ct ) -- 1 and a l yl E E as d(x2, C1 ) d- d(yl, C1 ) >i 3. 
Ifx2b2 EE, then (aEb2a3, ylxEY2) ~K and (blalb3,xlY3X3) ~_K. Ifx2b3 EE, then (alb3a3, 
X2Yl, Y3) _DK and (bla2bE,XlyEX3) ~_K. 
Case 1.1.2.2: d(y2, C1 ) = 2. With (5), we have that d(x, C l ) = 2 for x E {x2, x3, Y l, Y3 } 
as e(C~,C2)>~ 13. By (6) and (7), we must have {bax2,b3x3}CE. As d(y3,{al,a2}) 
> O, (albla2b2al,xly3) D_K. Clearly, (a3b3,ylx2y2x3) D_K. We are done. 
Case 1.2: d(xl,Cl)~2. With (5), we have d(xi, Cl)<~2 for all iE{1,2,3}. If  
d(bl,C2)=3 or d(b3,C2)=3, then by the symmetry, we also have d(yi, Cl)<~2 for 
each i E { 1,2, 3 }. Thus, e(Cl, C2) ~< 12, a contradiction. We obtain 
d(bl,C2)<~2 and d(b3,C2)~2. (10) 
We distinguish two cases here: d(yl,Cl)<<.2 and d(y3,Cl)<~2, or d(yl,C1)=3 or 
d(y3, C1 ) = 3. 
Case 1.2 .1 :d (y l ,C l )=3 or d(y3,C1)=3. W.l.o.g., say d(y1,CL)=3. Thus, by the 
symmetry, we have that d(bg, C2)<~2 for all iE{1,2,3}. If  both d(b3,{xi,x3})>~l 
and d(x2, {bl,b2})~> 1, then (albla2b2al,ylx2) ~_K and (a3b3,XlY2X3Y3Xl) ~K,  a con- 
tradiction. Hence we may assume w.l.o.g, that d(b3,{xl,x3})=O. I f  b3x2f[E, then 
d(al, C2 ) = d(a2, C2 ) = 3 and d(bl, C2 ) = d(b2, C2 ) = 2 as e(Cl, C2 ) >i 13. Then b2x3 E E 
or b2x2 EE. W.l.o.g., say b2x2EE. Clearly, either blXl EE or b~x3 EE. Then we see 
that (a~b2a3b3a~,x2y~)~_K and (bla2,xly2x3y3xl)_~K, a contradiction. Hence, we must 
have b3x2EE. Then (a3b3,x~y~xzy2x~)~K and (x2yl,alb~a3b3a~)~_K. Thus, (x3Y3, 
albla2b2al) ~K and (a2b~,xly2x3Y3Xl) ¢?.K. This implies that d(x3,a~b~a2b2al) + 
d(y3, al bla2b2al ) ~< 2 and d(a~,x~ y2x3Y3Xl ) + d(b~,xl y2x3Y3Xl ) ~< 2. Thus, d(x3, C~ ) + 
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d(y3, C1)<~3 as x3b3~E and d(az, C2)+d(bl,C2)<~4. As e(C1,C2)>>.13 and by (5), 
we see that d(Xl, C! ) = 2 = d(x2, CI ), d(y2, C1 ) = 3 and d(x3, C1 ) ~- d(y3, C1 ) = 3. As 
d(xl, C1) = 2 and xlb3 fIE, N(Xl, Ct ) = {bl,b2 }. Clearly, d(x2, {bl,b2}) > 0. Further- 
more, as e(C1,C2)>~13, d(b3, C2)=l and d(a2, C2) + d(bl,C2)<~4, we see that 
d(al, C2) = 3. Then (bla2b2,XlYlX2) D_K and (alb3a3,y2xaY3) _DK, a contradiction. 
Case 1.2.2:d(yl,C1)<~2 and d(y3, C1)<~2. Then d(y, C1)=2 for all yCV(C2)- 
{y2) and d(y2, C1)=3 as e(CbC2)>~13. Then e({bl,b2,ba},{xl,xE,x3})=6. Sup- 
pose d(b3,C2)=2. IfN(ba,C2)={xl,x2} or {Xl,X3} , say the former, then N(x3,C1)= 
{bl,b2}. Then (albla2bEal, y2x3) ~_K and (a3b3,XEylxlY3) DK, a contradiction. Hence, 
N(b3, C1 ) ~- {x2,x3}. Then N(Xl, C1 ) -- {bl, b2}. As d(y3, C1 ) -- 2, d(y3, {al, a2}) > 0. 
Then (alblaEb2al,xlY3)D_K and (a3b3,ylx2YEX3)2K. Therefore, we must have 
d(b3, C2)<~l. With (10), we see that d(bl,C2)=2, d(b2,C2)=3 and d(b3, C2)=l. 
We may assume w.l.o.g, that xaba~_E. Thus, N(x3,C1)={bl,b2}. We now have that 
d(b3, {Xl,X2}) > 0 and d(y3, {al,a2}) > 0. Then (alblaEbEal,x3Y3) D_K and (aaba,xlYl 
XEYEXl ) _~ K, a contradiction. 
Case 2: d(al,C2)=3, d(a2, C2)<~2 and d(a3, C2)<~2. Similarly, we may assume 
d(bl,Cz)<~2, d(b3, C2)<.2 and d(y, C1)<~2 for y E {x2,x3,Yl,y3}. We distinguish 
two cases here: d(xl, C1 ) = 3 or d(xl, C1 ) <<.2. 
Case 2.1: d(xl,Cl)=3. As e(C1,C2)>~13, either d(a2, C2)=2 or d(a3,C2)=2. 
W.l.o.g., assume d(a3, C2)--2. Suppose first that a3y2 CE. Then aayl EE or a3y3 CE. 
W.l.o.g., say a3 yl E E. If a2 Y3 C E, then d(x3, {bl, b2 }) = 0 for otherwise (bl a2b2, xl y3x3) 
DK and (alb3a3, ylxzy2)D_K. Furthermore, x3b3 E E, d(x2, C1 ) = 2 and d(y2, Cl ) = 3 as 
e(Cl, C2) >~ 13. This implies {xzbl,x2b2} C_E as d(b3, C2) ~<2. Then (bla2b2,XlylX2) D_K 
and (alb3a3,y2x3Y3)~_K, a contradiction. Hence, aEY3f/_E and d(y3,Cl)= 1. Then 
d(x2, C1 ) = d(x3, C1 ) = d(yl, Cz ) = 2 and d(y2, C1 ) = 3 as e(C1, C2 )/> 13. Consequently, 
d(b2,C2)=3 and d(bl,C2)=d(b3,C2)=2 as e({bl,b2,b3},{xl,xE,x3})=7. By the 
symmetry, if N(x3, Cl ) = {bl, bE}, then d(b3, C2) = 1 and if N(x3, C1 ) = {bE, b3} then 
d(bl, C2) = t. As d(x3, CI) = 2 and x3b2 GE, one of these two situations must occur, 
a contradiction. Hence, we must have N(a3, C2)--{yl,y3}. Similarly, we may assume 
N(x3, C1 ) = {b~, b3 }. Hence, d(a2, C2) ~< 1 for otherwise d(yl, C1 ) = 3 or d(y3, C1 ) = 3. 
Consequently, e(C1, C2) ~< 12, a contradiction. 
Case 2.2. d(xl,C1)<~2. Then d(x, C1)=2 for all xE V(C2)-{y2} and d(y2,C1)=3. 
Similarly, we have d(u, C2)=2 for all uE V(CI)-(al}. W.l.o.g., say {aEYl,a3Y3}C_E. 
If e({xl,x2},{bl,b2})>~3, then(bla2bE,xlylx2) D_K and (albaaa,yExaYa)_DK, a con- 
tradiction. Therefore, we have e({xl,x2},{bl,b2})<~2. This yields that {b3xl,b3x2, 
blX3, b2x3} C_E. Similarly, we have ({xl,x3}, {bE, b3}) ~< 2. This yields that {blxl, b2x2} 
C_E. Then (alblaEb2al,x3Y3)Dg and (a3b3,XlYlX2YEXl)DK. This proves the 
lemma. [] 
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